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Abstract— Processing-in-Memory (PIM) technology encompasses a broad range of research leveraging a tight
coupling of memory and processing. The most unique
features of the technology are extremely wide paths to
memory, extremely low latency to memory, and wide
functional units. Many PIM researchers are also exploring
extremely fine-grained multi-threading capabilities. This
paper explores a mechanism for leveraging these features
of PIM technology to enhance commodity architectures
in the most mundane seeming of ways: accelerating MPI.
Modern network interfaces leverage simple processors to
offload portions of the MPI semantics, particularly the
management of posted receive and unexpected message
queues. Without adding cost, using PIMs in the network
interface can enhance performance without having to
increase clock frequency. The results are a significant decrease in latency and increase in small message bandwidth,
particularly when long queues are present.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A novel technology that is currently receiving
widespread attention in high-performance computing is known as Processing-in-Memory (PIM) [1],
[2], [3], [4] (also called Intelligent RAM [5]). The
objective of PIM technology is to merge a processor with memory to avoid the impending memory
wall [6]. Researchers have begun to envision a future where there is a sea of memory with processors
scattered throughout [7], [8], [2]. Those processors
would be simple with wide paths to memory and
wide functional units [9]. They would be inherently multithreaded [10] with extremely lightweight
† Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department
of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract
DE-AC04-94AL85000.

thread context and thread invocation mechanisms.
This paper, however, is not about the way PIM
technology is going to revolutionize the primary
processor in supercomputers. It is not even going
to discuss how PIMs may completely change the
way memory systems are built. Instead, this paper
will discuss how PIMs could make a difference in
supercomputers in the least expected of places: the
network interface.
Modern network interfaces offload much of the
MPI processing [11], [12], [13]. This is a natural migration in light of research indicating that network
overhead (the time the application processor spends
handling messages traffic [14], [15]) has the single largest impact on application performance [16].
Unfortunately, the work that is offloaded includes
traversing the posted receive queue. This queue can
grow quite long [17], [18]. As the queue grows, the
time to traverse it also grows due to the inherently
low clock speed and simplicity of the processor on
the NIC [19]. Thus, another important measure of
network performance, the gap (time between when
new messages can be initiated [14]) begins to grow.
One solution is to build a better NIC processor.
Such a processor needs to decrease the time to
search a linked list to reduce the latency of messages. It needs to overlap multiple searches of the
list to increase throughput. It needs to... look a
lot like a PIM. A PIM has low latency access to
memory, so it traverses linked lists well. Memory
access is wide and can be operated on with a wide
ALU, so multiple list entries can be searched rapidly
with a handful of instructions. The PIM is multithreaded and has extremely fine-grained locking

support, so multiple simultaneous queue traversals
can be used to leverage the increase in bandwidth
and hide what little latency exists. Best of all, PIMs
are simple, so the area and the NRE devoted to them
will be minimal. In short, PIMs are a natural fit to
the needs of the embedded processor on the NIC.
This paper explores the details of how a PIM
could be used to accelerate NIC-based MPI processing. A model of a modern NIC was created
as a baseline for comparison. In the standard NIC,
a PowerPC 440 embedded processor was used. A
PIM based on similar technology was also used. An
MPI implementation was modified to leverage the
wide memory accesses, the wide ALU operations,
and the multithreading capabilities of the PIM. The
result was a dramatic decrease in message latency
in the presence of long queues and an increase in
the achievable throughput.
In Section II, related work is described. Following
that the hardware (Section III) and MPI implementation (Section IV) are described. The evaluation
methodology is described in Section V and the
results are presented in Section VI. The paper wraps
up with conclusions and future work in Section VII.
II. R ELATED WORK
This paper explores PIM-based acceleration of
match processing for the MPI posted receive queue.
This is a natural progression of previous work
on utilizing PIM hardware to support MPI and
exploring those areas of MPI that may benefit from
hardware assisted processing. We have previously
addressed issues in supporting MPI functionality for
a variety of PIM-based system architectures [20].
We have also proposed augmenting a traditional
network interface with custom hardware for accelerating MPI queue processing [18]. To our knowledge,
there is no previous work on strategies for optimizing MPI queue processing in published research.
There is, however, a significant amount of previous work aimed at utilizing programmable network interface hardware, such as Quadrics [12],
Myrinet [21], and InfiniBand [22], for optimizing MPI performance. These optimizations include
those aimed at offloading MPI protocol processing [23], [24], [13], [25], using hardware capabilities
for efficient data movement (especially collective

operations [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]), and using scatter/gather functionality for handling noncontiguous data transfers [31], [32].
As a processing technology, PIM has been extensively examined for use in supercomputing for
almost a decade[7], [1], [8], [4], [3], [33], [34], [2].
It has also been examined in detail in the context
of embedded systems[35], [36]. However, to date,
we know of no analysis of PIMs used to enhance
NIC performance. Given the high bandwidth access
to memory made possible by a PIM, combined with
the throughput-oriented (latency tolerant) architecture proposed in the context of supercomputing,
accelerating the performance of MPI processing
seems like a natural match.
III. H ARDWARE OVERVIEW
The baseline NIC (shown in Figure 1) is representative of numerous modern network interfaces,
including the Quadrics Elan3 [12] and Elan4 networks, the Myrinet network [13], [21], and, most
recently, the Red Storm system developed by Cray
and Sandia [11], [37]. These NICS interface to the
network fabric on one side and a high-performance
interface to the microprocessor (such as HyperTransport or PCI-Express) on the other. What delivers the high-performance is the logic between
the two interfaces: two DMA engines (one in each
direction) driven by local processing on the network
interface. The local processing on the network interface is a microprocessor (sometimes two) with
either internal RAM (as shown in Figure 1(a) and
found in Red Storm [11], [37]) or external RAM
(as typically found in commodity networks like
Myrinet [13], [21] and Quadrics [12]).
A. PIM-Based NIC Enhancement
Commodity processors are limited by their architecture. They can only process one input at
a time (they are single threaded), and they have
narrow functional units requiring many instructions
to process a single list entry. In contrast, PIMs can
use fine-grain locking and multi-threading support
to concurrently perform list walks for multiple incoming messages simultaneously. They also have
wide functional units that allow them to compare
multiple list entries simultaneously. PIMs use reduced core complexity (at the expense of slightly
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Fig. 1. A high-performance network interface enhanced with (a) a
processor, and (b) multiple PIMs

lower instruction per cycle (IPC) rate for some
workloads) to dramatically reduce core size. Thus,
PIMs have the potential to bring significant gains in
message latency and message throughput when the
posted receive queue in MPI is long.
The proposed modification is shown in Figure 1(b). The embedded SRAM becomes part of the
PIMs and is accessed in extremely wide words. The
PIMs are interfaced to the rest of the NIC in exactly
the same way as the conventional microprocessor
would be with the exact same amount of memory
backing it. A single PIM, however, is much smaller.
Thus, it is possible to include two PIMs. Each of
these PIMs has equal wide access to both memories
(contention is now possible) as indicated by the
wide connection between the SRAMs. Virtually
all PIM architectures consider multiple cooperating
PIMs in a single memory, so two PIMs is a reasonable design point to consider.

Silicon is still a precious resource and is the
standard for comparing two NIC designs. It is only
fair to compare two similar designs if they are of
comparable area. Thus, it is critical to understand
the area trade-off when comparing a PIM-based
NIC to a conventional NIC. As the first significant
PIM system to incorporate the essential features
examined, PIM Lite [9] provides the hard data
needed for comparison. Brockman [38] compares
the relative area of conventional processor cores,
PIM Lite, and conventional memories in a processindependent fashion. The 128-bit PIM Lite implementation has a process-independent equivalent area
to 10.3 KB of SRAM. Since this paper uses a 256bit data path, the area is doubled to 20.6 KB of
SRAM. Assuming that additional features might be
desired in the PIM core, we double this estimate and
add a 4 KB instruction cache to yield a 45.2 KB
SRAM equivalence. The design evaluated here uses
two PIM cores (90.4 KB of SRAM equivalence) and
384K of SRAM.
By comparison, the PowerPC 440 integer core is
equivalent to 33.3 KB of SRAM [38]. It includes 32
KB of instruction cache and 32 KB of data cache
for a total of 97.3 KB of SRAM equivalence. Thus,
the PIM solution is only 93% of the area that is
required by the PowerPC solution.
IV. MPI I MPLEMENTATION
To explore MPI acceleration, a prototype MPI
implementation that was split between the host
processor and the NIC processor was created. A
single, split implementation of MPI rather than
an implementation of MPI over a more general
purpose API was created to maximize performance.
The prototype MPI implements a subset of MPI1.2 [39]. With the exception of MPI Barrier(),
only basic point-to-point communication and basic support functions were implemented(Figure 2).
Only support for basic MPI Datatypes is included
and MPI COMM WORLD is the only group. The MPI
was implemented in roughly 1600 lines of C++ and
compiled with GNU g++ 3.31 .
1

gcc version 3.3 20030304 (Apple Computer, Inc. build 1495)

The core of the software on the network interface
processor is a loop that continually checks for work.
If a new message is waiting to be processed, the
header is read by the NIC processor. The posted re†
ceive queue is traversed and the header is compared
to each posted receive. Upon finding a match, the
processor moves the receive request to the active
Fig. 2. Subset of MPI implemented. † indicates functions that are
list
and either a DMA is setup (a short message)
built from other MPI functions.
or a rendezvous reply is sent (a long message). If
no match is found, the message is placed on the
unexpectedQ, to be compared to future receives
A. Host Software
as they are posted.
The host portion of the MPI implementaNew send requests cause either a DMA to start
tion is minimal. The three basic communica- (for short messages) or a rendezvous request to be
tions functions (MPI Irecv(), MPI Isend(), sent (for long messages). The send request is then
MPI Wait()) offload virtually all work onto the added to the list of active requests. New receive renetwork interface. The functions built on top of quests are first compared to the existing unexpected
those as well as the non-communication func- message queue (unexpectedQ) for a match. A
tions are implemented on the host. To perform match causes the message to be copied appropriately
an MPI Irecv(), the host checks for available or, for long messages, for the data to be requested
space and posts an item to a queue in the network from the remote processor. Failure to match the
interface. The network interface manages the posted receive with the unexpectedQ will cause the
receive queue and unexpected message queue. The receive to be placed on the postedRecvQ.
implementation of MPI Isend() is similar. It only
The processor also checks the active queues
needs to place information about the message to
(activeRecvQ and unexpectedActiveQ) for
be sent in a queue on the network interface. To
messages that need to be progressed. Progressing
implement an MPI Wait, the host can spin on a
messages can include such things as providing addimemory location in host memory.
tional information to the DMA engine and responding to rendezvous replies. This enables the MPI
B. NIC-Based MPI Implementation
implementation to meet the strictest interpretation
Most of the work is done by the processor on the of the independent progress rule while using a
NIC. It manages all NIC resources, drives the DMA rendezvous protocol and without involving a host
engines, and handles most of the MPI semantics processor thread. As items on the active queues
(including progress and matching). To accomplish complete, the host processor is notified by writing
this, the NIC maintains five linked lists of MPI state. a location in host memory.
The following lists contain requests and the state
C. PIM Feature Exploitation
required to advance them.
MPI Comm rank() MPI Isend()
MPI Comm size() MPI Recv() †
MPI Finalize() MPI Send() †
MPI Init() †
MPI Wait()
MPI Irecv() MPI WaitAll()
MPI Barrier() †

•

•

•

•

•

postedRecvQ: Posted receive buffers for incoming messages to match against
activeRecvQ: Active receives requiring processing (i.e. rendezvous requests which need a
reply, requests waiting for a DMA engine, etc.)
unexpectedQ: List of unexpected messages.
Compared to new posted receives.
unexpectedActiveQ: Active unexpected
messages which must be advanced (i.e. unexpected messages requiring DMA transfer).
sendQ: Queue send requests for processing.

PIMs have several features that offer keys to
a higher performing NIC. The most prominent of
these is the extremely wide path between the memory and the processor core (256 bits rather than
32 or 64 bits). This path enables the processor
to load large pieces of data to be matched with
a single instruction. Moreover, PIMs do not have
traditional caches, which typically force several sequential transfers from memory to cache (regardless
of access size) and cause unneeded data to be loaded
along with the requested data.
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(a) A conventional data layout; (b) a PIM data layout

The second useful feature of PIMs is the wide
ALU that is typically provided. Since PIMs have
wide paths between processor and memory, they
typically provide an ALU that matches that width.
Thus, the entire match (often multiple bytes) can be
performed in a smaller number of instructions. Since
MPI matches typically use relatively little data, this
is a seemingly small advantage; however, a change
in the organization of the list data structures enables
a much more powerful usage of the wide ALU.
Figure 3 illustrates this concept.
In Figure 3(a), the typical data layout of an MPI
posted receive queue is shown. Memory addresses
increase from right to left and from top to bottom.
Although the queue entries are often sequential (due
to the way list items are allocated), that has no
impact on this example. If the MPI match data
is 48 bits (16 bits for each of the three fields —
tag, source, and communicator — is sufficient to
meet the specification), then six bytes of each cache
line are useful. Since cache lines are 32 (or more)
bytes and processors fetch a full cache line for
each cache “miss”, much of the data retrieved from
memory is wasted. Sixteen memory accesses would
be required to examine sixteen queues. With the data
organization shown in Figure 3(a), the same would
occur for the wide words accessed by the PIM.
The best data layout for a PIM, however, is
shown in Figure 3(b), where the data structures
are interleaved. A single list entry has sixteen list

items. All 256 bits of the PIM access to memory
is used and only three memory accesses are needed
to examine sixteen list items. This utilizes the wide
ALU more effectively because all of the data bits
are needed for matching. The obvious question is:
could a processor leverage the same data layout?
The realistic answer is no. In real usage, the list
becomes fragmented and any given list entry (with
sixteen list items) would contain only a few valid
items. The PIM does not suffer from this limitation
because of the combination of multithreading and
extremely fine-grained synchronization. These two
features enable a small fraction of the processing
power to be continuously devoted to “list cleanup”. A “list clean-up” thread traverses the list using
locking at the level of the list entry and compacts
out the holes that have accumulated. Thus, at any
given time, only a small amount of fragmentation
exists anywhere in the list.
The ability to have multiple threads traversing the
list using locking at the level of the list entry yields
advantages in message throughput as well. Each
time a message arrives, a commodity processor must
access the header over a bus with a 20 ns latency.
Then, it must traverse a linked list. The processor
is only free to move onto the next header when the
list traversal is done. In a multithreaded environment, however, one thread can be responsible for
reading headers and spawning additional threads to
traverse the lists. This effectively hides the latency
of accessing the queue to retrieve a header.
V. M ETHODOLOGY
This research is focused on the solution to
an interesting problem: how can the latency and
throughput impacts of long posted receive queues
be reduced? Exploring that question required that
a benchmark be developed to quantify the problem.
After developing a quantitative understanding of the
issues, it was necessary to create an environment
where solutions to the issue could be explored. This
environment included a model of the baseline NIC
as well as a model of the enhanced NIC.
A. Benchmarks
The primary motivation for this design was to
reduce the latency of and increase the throughput
for messages when long posted receive queues were

present. The magnitude of the problem was revealed
in an earlier study [19] using a newly designed
benchmark. This benchmark was extended to study
the impacts of the using a PIM in the NIC.
The benchmark designed to measure the impact
of changes in the pre-posted receive queue length
provides three degrees of freedom to enable the user
to measure the impacts of both the receive queue
length (affects caching) and of actual queue traversal
(affects processing time). This benchmark was also
extended to measure the impact of long posted
receive queues on message throughput. Using a
traditional processor on a NIC, only one incoming
message can be handled at a time. Thus, as the
length of a queue grows, the number of messages
that can be handled per second decreases. This shifts
the standard bandwidth curve to the right — at a
given message size, the bandwidth is decreased.
The message throughput can actually be decreased independently of decreasing latency. A 1µs
latency that is concentrated in one atomic block implies a limit on message throughput of one million
messages per second. If that 1µs latency can be
broken into five independent pipeline stages, then
five million messages per second can be achieved.
Alternatively, if five parallel processing units can
be provided, the same effect can be achieved. To
measure this effect, it is necessary to have more
than one message in flight. Thus, the benchmark
from [19] was modified to have multiple messages
(25) in flight. The modifications to the benchmark
are shown in Figure 4. This scenario is reasonable for applications that have long posted receive
queues, especially if they would normally communicate with multiple neighbors.
B. Simulation Environment
System-level simulation used a simulator based
on Enkidu [40], a component-based discrete event
simulation framework. This simulator was originally
designed to model a homogeneous sea of PIMs
as a supercomputer. To simulate a more traditional system with commodity processors for both
the host and the NIC, sim-outorder from the
SimpleScalar [41] tool suite was integrated into
this framework. In addition, a network model was
needed. For a simple two node benchmark, the
network was modeled as a point-to-point connection

prepost traversed receives();
post 25 latency receives();
prepost untraversed receives();
barrier();
begin timer();
send 25 messages();
wait for 25 responses();
end timer();
clear receives();
(a)
prepost traversed receives();
post 25 latency receives();
prepost untraversed receives();
barrier();
wait for 25 messages();
send 25 responses();
clear receives();
(b)
Fig. 4. Pseudo-code for pre-posted queue impact benchmark: (a)
node 0, and (b) node 1

with a fixed latency. For the NIC, components
representing DMA engines were added. Properly
modeling the interaction with the host processor also
required a memory controller, DRAM chips, and
a simple model of the interface between the host
processor and NIC. To maximize fidelity, the memory hierarchy was modeled to include contention for
open rows on the DRAM chips.
Both the NIC and the host processor used the
PowerPC ISA, augmented with a basic subset of the
Altivec [42] vector instruction set. The semantics
of this Altivec subset were changed to allow 256bit vectors. Only six instructions were used (load
vector, store vector, copy vector, compare equal-to,
and vector bitwise AND) and only 8 vector registers
were used.
C. Processor Models
The main processor was parameterized to be
similar to a modern high-performance processor,
such as an AMD Opteron. Although the Opteron
is only six way issue, the SimpleScalar tool suite
prefers powers of two and so an aggressive 8 way
issue processor was modeled. The NIC processor
was parameterized to be similar to a processor in
higher-end network cards, such as the PowerPC 440
(see Table I) that is used in Red Storm. A simple

TABLE I
P ROCESSOR S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Fetch Q
Issue Width
Commit Width
RUU Size
Integer Units
Memory Ports
L1 (Size/Assoc.)
L2
Clock Speed
Main Memory Lat.
ISA
Network Wire Lat.
Network Wire BW

CPU
Conv. NIC
PIM
4
2
1
8
4
1
4
4
1
64
16
NA
4
2
1
3
1
1
64K/2
32K/64
4K/8 (I)
512K
none
none
2GHz
500MHz
140-160 cyc.
30-32 cycles
PowerPC
PPC/Altivec
200 ns
3 GB/s

bus on the NIC connected the main processor with
the DMA engine, SRAM, and matching structure.
This bus was simulated with a 20 ns delay to access
any components connected to it. Overall, this model
attempts to provide as reasonable of a match to a
real network as possible.
VI. R ESULTS
Figure 5 compares the performance of a NIC
using a conventional processor with a NIC using
two PIMs for the message processing. The left side
of the graph compares bandwidth (a product of
message throughput) while the right side compares
zero byte message latency. The PIM-based solution shows dramatic improvements in bandwidth
when multiple messages are in flight. Even with a
short posted receive queue, the overlap achieved by
having two simple processors and multiple threads
with fine-grained locking can be 10-20% on short
messages. Moving to longer queues rapidly exposes
the advantage of a wide SIMD unit and wide
memory accesses and offers an order of magnitude
better performance. As the length of the message
grows, the time to DMA the message begins to hide
the message processing time; thus, both approaches
have the same asymptotic bandwidth. In general, the
PIM-based approach ramps much more quickly.
The pure short message latency performance (the
right side of Figure 5) is a much more mixed
result. At short posted receive queues, the PIM loses
dramatically. With short queues, the processing of
a single message cannot be multithreaded effec-

tively and cannot leverage wide memory accesses
or wide ALU capabilities. Furthermore, there is no
significant parallelism (between multiple arriving
messages) to exploit the capabilities of PIMS. As
the queue length grows, however, PIMs are able to
better utilize their unique architectural capabilities.
The relatively poor latency performance of the
PIM is explained by the simplicity of the PIM
processor. With only a single message, the PIM is
unable to spawn multiple threads to mask latency.
Profiling indicates that during the latency tests the
PIM spends 75% of its cycles with only the main
thread active. The operations this thread performs
cannot be parallelized due to the ordering semantics
of MPI and to avoid deadlock. With only a single
thread, the PIM is essentially a single pipeline without branch prediction or the ability to hide memory
latency, competing against a dual-issue pipeline with
a single-cycle cache. This disadvantage can negate
much of the benefit of wide word comparison.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE WORK

Novel features that are core to many modern
PIM architectures offer a dramatic advantage for
the types of processing found in an MPI library.
Exploiting these processors in the embedded environment found on high-performance network interfaces is a natural progression from current NIC
architectures that use a traditional microprocessor.
The benefits are numerous. The latency for a single
message with long queues drops dramatically. More
importantly, small message bandwidth grows by
10% with extremely short queues, 2× with moderate
queue lengths, and 20× with extremely long queues.
These advantages are conferred by the inherent
advantages in PIM architectures.
Going forward, we plan to further explore how
to leverage the capabilities of PIMs and how to
enhance PIMs in the network interface. One avenue
of exploration is more PIMs on the NIC. A second
potential avenue of exploration is enhancement to
the PIM core to make single threaded performance
more competitive with PowerPC performance.
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